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Arizona Legislature Welcomes Guanajuato 

Governor Diego Sinhué Rodríguez Vallejo 
 

STATE CAPITOL, PHOENIX – Representative Tony Rivero (R-21) today welcomed 

Governor Diego Sinhué Rodríguez Vallejo of Guanajuato, Mexico to the Arizona Legislature. 

 

In August of 2017, a bipartisan delegation of 26 members of the Arizona Legislature traveled to 

Mexico, meeting then-Governor Miguel Márquez Márquez and legislators from Guanajuato. 

 

“Traveling to Guanajuato in 2017 was a tremendous opportunity and the highlight of the 

delegation trip to Mexico,” said Representative Rivero. “I’m excited to hear Governor 

Rodríguez Vallejo discuss ways that Arizona and Guanajuato can build on our strong 

partnership on issues like trade, tourism, and economic development.” 

 

“I’m proud to welcome Governor Sinhué Rodríguez Vallejo to the Arizona Legislature to 

discuss promoting tourism and exploring economic opportunities between our two states. 

From historic San Miguel de Allende to the majestic Grand Canyon, our beautiful states 

have a lot to offer visitors and businesses alike,” said Senator Rebecca Rios (D-27). 

 

“I’m excited to welcome Governor Rodríguez Vallejo to the House to discuss economic 

opportunities between Arizona and Guanajuato,” said Representative Tim Dunn (R-13). “I 

look forward to exploring new and innovative agriculture and trade collaborations that can 

be mutually beneficial to our states.” 

 

“Having been born in Guanajuato and raised in Arizona, I have a special place in my heart 

for both places. It will be an honor to host Governor Rodríguez Vallejo in Arizona, a state 

very similar to Guanajuato in terms of economic opportunities. It is in the best interest of 

both states to hold a strong relationship for the purpose of creating jobs and welcoming 

innovative ideas to our development,” said Representative César Chávez (D-29). 
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